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Abstract—k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) search is a fundamen-
tal problem in many computer vision and machine learning
tasks. These tasks frequently involve a large number of high-
dimensional vectors, which require intensive computations.
Recent research work has shown that the Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) is a promising platform for solving k-NN search.
However, these search algorithms often meet a serious bottle-
neck on GPUs due to a selection procedure, called k-selection,
which is the final stage of k-NN and significantly affects the
overall performance.

In this paper, we propose new data structures and opti-
mization techniques to accelerate k-selection on GPUs. Three
key techniques are proposed: Merge Queue, Buffered Search
and Hierarchical Partition. Compared with previous works, the
proposed techniques can significantly improve the computing
efficiency of k-selection on GPUs. Experimental results show
that our techniques can achieve an up to 4.2× performance
improvement over the state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords-k-NN, k-selection, GPUs, Merge Queue, Buffered
Search, Hierarchical Partition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Similarity search is very effective in solving statistical

classification tasks from domains such as computer vision,

bioinformatics and data analysis. By finding similar items

within a known database, existing knowledge can be used

for predicting unknown information. One frequently used

class of algorithms for solving similarity search problems is

k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) search, which can find k data

items within the database that are most similar to a given

query item.

With the advent of the big data age [1], efficient parallel

algorithms for k-NN search are sorely required. For exam-

ple, images are one of the most important forms of media

that people use to store their data. The large number of

available images makes computer vision a very interesting

and challenging research field. Agarwal et al. [2] estimate

that pairwise matching in a particular 3D reconstruction task,

which uses k-NN extensively, would take 11.5 days with 500

processor cores working on a dataset of 100,000 images.

Manycore processors, e.g. GPUs, are becoming more

and more popular for their massive computing power and

high energy efficiency. Several works have explored solving

k-NN problems using GPUs, e.g. brute-force search [3],
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[4], shifted sorting [5], location sensitive hash [6], and

indexing-based search [7]. However, many of the k-NN

implementations on GPUs have the same bottleneck problem

on selecting the k nearest neighbors after the computation-

intensive distance calculation phase is done. Although find-

ing the k smallest values from a given unordered list of

distances, which is called k-selection, is the necessary last

step in k-NN search, it is very inefficient on GPUs.

For example, Kuang et al. [4] found their overall k-NN

speedup was significantly reduced by the sorting in the k-

selection phase. Li et al. [5] found that maintaining the

arrays of k nearest neighbors was the main challenge in

the implementation of their algorithm. Pan et al. [6] found

that the short-list search in k-selection could consume up to

95% of the k-NN search. Cayton [8] proposed Random Ball

Cover, which is an efficient k-NN algorithm on GPUs, but its

k-selection is based on an odd-even sort algorithm that only

supports k ≤ 32. As far as we know, k-selection remains an

open problem for efficient k-NN search on GPUs.

Based on these observations, in this paper, we aim to

improve the performance of k-selection algorithms on GPUs.

The main challenge that needs to be addressed is how to

design and implement efficient and GPU-friendly k-selection

algorithms as well as data structures to fully take advantage

of the massive computing power on GPUs. This paper ad-

dresses the challenge with the following novel contributions:

• We propose a Merge Queue structure, which is adapted

from Bitonic Merge to support efficient k-selection on

GPUs. It has a regular data structure that suits GPU

processing well and each insertion operation into the

queue has a time complexity of O(log2 k) on average.

• We propose a Buffered Search technique, which can

improve search performance through aligned search

that can fully utilize the SIMT architecture of GPUs.

With Candidate Buffering, Intra-Warp Communication,

and Local Sort, it can keep the threads within one warp

as busy as possible.

• We propose a Hierarchical Partition algorithm, which

can reduce the amount of search in k-selection. It

uses a regular data structure that can be implemented

efficiently on GPUs. It guarantees that k-selection can

be finished within O(logN) steps, which is much better

than the state-of-the-art methods like Quick Select [9].
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Experimental results show that our proposed techniques

are very efficient and achieve several times better perfor-

mance than previous work on k-selection. Although this

work is mainly motivated to improve k-selection in k-NN

search, the proposed techniques are not limited to this area.

They are general and applicable to many other applications

that require efficient selection algorithms on GPUs. For those

interested, the GPU source code for this work is available

online.1

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an

introduction to the background research in this area and

explains our motivation in detail; Section III describes our

proposed methods and explains how we are able to acceler-

ate k-selection on GPUs; Section IV gives the experimental

results of our methods; Finally, Section V concludes this

paper and sheds light on our future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Although k-selection is an important building block of

many applications and has been well studied on CPU [10],

it has not been explored comprehensively on GPUs. In this

section, we give a brief introduction to this problem and the

challenges inherent in implementing it on GPUs.

A. k Nearest Neighbors Search

k-NN search has two computational phases: calculation

of Euclidean Distance and k-selection. Assuming there are

N items, k-NN calculates the Euclidean Distance between

the query and each of the N items. With the resulting N
distance values, it selects the k nearest neighbors based on

the k smallest distance values during the k-selection phase.

k-selection remains a bottleneck in k-NN search on GPUs,

though the calculation of Euclidean Distance is much more

computationally intensive than k-selection. There are several

works using GPUs to solve k-NN search [3]–[7]. These

existing works show that finding the k smallest distances

for each query takes more time than the distance calcu-

lation. This is because many existing efficient CPU-based

k-selection algorithms cannot work as efficiently as the

distance calculation when they are implemented on GPUs.

B. GPU Architecture

Using GPUs for data processing has become very popular

in recent years. A GPU often has several hundreds to

thousands of cores. The main principle behind GPUs that

enable them to organize such a large number of cores is

called Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT). With

SIMT, cores are organized into groups, which are called

Stream Multiprocessors (SM). When a program is running

on the GPU, a certain number of threads, e.g. 32, are

scheduled as one basic unit (called a warp). All threads

within the same warp can only execute one instruction at

any time on the same SM but with different data. This

1https://sites.google.com/site/xxtang1988/projects

technique greatly simplifies the management of GPU cores.

It also simplifies the context switch between warps with

hardware support. For these reasons, GPUs are very suitable

for scientific applications with regular computations that

match the SIMT architecture.

However, GPU processing has the following weaknesses.

First, branch instructions are expensive due to SIMT. Ap-

plications that have many conditional branches may fail

to fully utilize the GPU cores since some threads within

the same warp may be idle while others are working on

a different branch. Second, GPUs have very limited cache

space due to the high density of cores on a chip—e.g., the

NVIDIA Tesla C2075 Fermi GPU only has a last-level cache

(L2 cache) of 768 KB shared by 448 cores. Third, GPUs

often require coalesced memory access to achieve the high

bandwidth of their GDDR5 memory. Therefore, applications

with irregular random memory accesses will meet a serious

memory bottleneck on GPUs.

C. Selection Algorithms

CPU-based selection algorithms are well studied and some

of them have been implemented on GPUs. Selection algo-

rithms can be divided into three categories: Partition-based

Selection (PS), Selection by Sorting (SS), and Selection by

Partial Sorting (SPS).

Partition-based Selection usually divides the list into

groups. For example, Quick Select [9] divides the list into

two groups and does selection recursively within the group

that contains the kth smallest value. It has an average time

complexity of O(N), but a worst-case complexity of O(N2).
To avoid the worst-case performance, sample select [11]

chooses the best pivot by taking samples. Bucket Select and

Radix Select [12] use similar methods to do the partitioning

as bucket sort and radix sort. However, their worst case

complexity may still affect their performance on GPUs.

Divide-and-Merge can be applied when there are many

groups generated. Sismanis et al. [13] proposed Truncated

Bitonic Sort, which divides the whole list into many small

truncations. It first uses bitonic sort to sort each truncation

and then uses bitonic merge to merge the results. Jian et al.
[14] proposed a technique called local sort and global merge.

Barrientos et al. [7] proposed a technique called logarithmic

reduction based on heap queues. However, all these works

need to sort the elements within each small group. We will

later propose a better solution that can avoid this problem.

Selection by Sorting sorts the whole list, as indicated

by the name. There are many efficient sorting algorithms

on GPUs [15]–[17]. Once the list is in order, finding the

k smallest number is trivial. However, the cost of sorting

is high, since most comparison-based algorithms have a

time complexity of O(N logN). This method is suitable for

applications that have repeated queries of k-selection so that

the sorted list will be reused. However, for many applications

like k-NN search, the sorted list is only queried once. Pan
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et al. [6] proposed a method called Clustered-Sort, which

combines the tasks from multiple queries as one list and

sorts them together, so that the expensive sorting overhead

can be amortized among multiple queries.

To avoid the unnecessary sorting of the whole list, Selec-

tion by Partial Sorting only sorts the k smallest values. For

example, a queue can be used to maintain the k smallest

values. Given a new value, it is compared with the biggest

value in the queue and only when it is smaller will it be

inserted into the queue. The heap queue algorithm [10]

can finish the selection procedure within O(N log k). The

insertion queue algorithm [3] can do the work within O(Nk)
and is efficient when k is small. SPS is more frequently

used in applications like k-NN, since multiple threads can

operate on their own queues, which makes it possible to

search multiple lists at the same time.

The above existing work all have their limitations on

GPUs. For example, PS is only suitable for situations where

the list is long and k is large. SS has a higher time complex-

ity. SPS has lower time complexity and is suitable for k-NN,

but the main challenge for this method is how to ensure

good SIMT efficiency since operating on different queues

by multiple threads may cause many branches and divergent

memory accesses especially when k becomes larger.

III. EFFICIENT k-SELECTION ON GPUS

In this section, we present our new techniques to improve

the performance of k-selection on GPUs. It should be noted

that, for the convenience of description, our algorithms in

pseudocode are slightly different from the GPU code, e.g.

use of indices for queries and references. For more details,

readers can refer to our source code.

A. Sequential k-selection

In k-NN search, all distances between queries and refer-

ences (items) have been calculated before k-selection. Since

there are many queries in k-NN search, the k-selection

for different queries can be embarrassingly parallelized. To

make our description concise, here we only use one query as

an example. In the sequential k-selection algorithm shown

in Algorithm 1, dlist and ilist represent the distance values

and their indices between one query and all references.

dqueue and iqueue represent the queue structure to store

the distance values and their indices of the k-NN. The k-

selection consists of three main steps. It first accesses all

the elements in the list (line 1). Then, for each element, the

algorithm compares its value with the maximum value in the

queue (line 2). If the element is smaller, then it is inserted

into the queue (line 4).

Optimizations in the three steps become the key to im-

proving the performance of k-selection on GPUs. First, a

GPU-friendly queue structure could achieve better perfor-

mance (line 4). Second, reducing the number of branch

instructions could better utilize GPU cores (line 2). Third,

Algorithm 1: The sequential k-selection algorithm

Input: dlist , ilist : list of elements to be searched;

Input: dqueue, iqueue: the queue for storing k-NN;

Input: k: the number of nearest neighbors required.

1 forall the dist , id ∈ dlist , ilist do
2 if dist < dqueue[0] then
3 // Max. value is at queue head;

4 insert into queue(dist , id , dqueue, iqueue, k);
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Figure 1. Implementation of the three queue structures when k = 7. The
solid lines with arrowheads represent an increasing order of values and the
dashed lines with arrowheads represent movement of elements. An example
of inserting 3 into each queue is given to show how each queue works.

reducing the number of elements to be searched in the list

can improve performance. To achieve the above goals, in

the following sections, we propose Merge Queue, Buffered

Search, and Hierarchical Partition respectively.

B. Queue Structures

Traditionally there are two typical queues, insertion queue

and heap queue [10]. The former maintains a sorted queue

while the later maintains a maximum heap.

As illustrated in the top of Fig. 1a, an element is inserted

into the right position of the insertion queue and all those

larger elements move one position forward. The invariant

of insertion queue is that the elements in the queue is fully

ordered. Its average time complexity is O(k).

In a heap queue, all elements are organized in a balanced

binary tree. As illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 1a, its

invariant is that a parent node should be larger than its child

nodes. During insertion, elements move up and down in the

tree to maintain the invariant. The average time complexity

for inserting an element into heap queue is O(log k).

The insertion queue is very regular and can be easily

implemented on GPUs. However, it suffers from a high

time complexity. The heap queue has lower time complexity

for each insertion. However, its tree structure requires a lot

irregular memory accesses, since threads within one warp

may enter different tree branches.
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Algorithm 2: Insertion into Merge Queue (MQ insert).

Input: dist , id : the element to be inserted;

Input: dqueue, iqueue: the queue for storing k-NN;

Input: k: the number of nearest neighbors required;

Input: m: the size of the first and second levels.

1 flat insert(dist , id , dqueue, iqueue, m);

2 volatile shared int flag;

3 for (prev = 0,next = m;next < k;next× = 2) do
4 flag = 0;

5 if dqueue[prev ] ≥ dqueue[next ] then
6 flag = 1;

7 if flag == 0 then
8 return;

9 merge(dqueue, iqueue, 0, 2 × next);
10 prev = next ;

C. Merge Queue

To overcome the above limitations, we propose the fol-

lowing Merge Queue structure. A Merge Queue is also

organized in multiple levels, as shown in Fig. 1b. The size

of the first and second levels is m, the size of the following

levels is m × 2l−2, where l > 2 and m could be 2i,
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The invariant of Merge Queue is that, the

elements of each level are sorted in a decreasing order so

that the leftmost element (called Level Head) is the largest

of that level, and the level heads are also sorted in decreasing

order from top to bottom. This invariant guarantees that the

first element (e.g. 7 in Fig. 1b) is the largest in the queue.

In a Merge Queue, the first level is maintained by insertion

sort. A new element is always inserted to the first level and

pushes out the largest element of the level. If the invariant

is not satisfied after insertion, i.e., the head of the first level

is smaller than that of the second level, a merge operation

is applied to sort all elements in both levels so that the

invariant is satisfied again. The merge operation is repeated

if necessary at lower levels until the invariant is satisfied,

i.e. all the level heads are in decreasing order. Since merge

is not efficient when the size of the levels is too small, we

can enlarge m, which is the size of the first and the second

level, to avoid unnecessary merge operations.

Unlike insertion queue and heap queue, merge queue

allows Lazy Update which enables inserted elements to stay

at upper levels as long as possible. For example, as Fig. 1b

shows, in the Merge Queue on the right, after 3 is inserted,

7 is pushed out, and 6 becomes the largest at the first level.

Since 6 is still larger than 5 (the head of the second level), it

satisfies the invariant, and further merge operations are not

needed. In contrast, insertion queue and heap queue would

involve more data updates in such a situation, as shown in

Fig. 1a. To complete the story, suppose a new element 4

(a duplicate) is inserted in the previous situation. It will

push 6 out and become the head of level one. Since 4 is

0    2    4    6  7    5    3    1 

7    5    4    6 0    2    3    1 

7    6    4    5 

7    6    5    4 

3    2    0    1 

3    2    1    0 
(a) Original Bitonic Merge.

6    4    2    0  7    5    3    1 

6    4    5    7 0    2    3    1 

6    7    5    4 

7    6    5    4 

3    2    0    1 

3    2    1    0 
(b) Reverse Bitonic Merge.

Figure 2. Bitonic Merge and Reverse Bitonic Merge. Compared with
the original method, the Reverse Bitonic Merge supports merging two
sequences that are sorted in the same (decreasing) order. This makes it
possible to merge elements from different levels of the Merge Queue.

smaller than 5 (the head of level two), merge operation will

be required and the two levels will become (5, 4) and (4,

3). In summary, the advantage of a Merge Queue is that it

reduces data updates. Additionally it is possible to achieve

better parallelism since the merge operation can be better

parallelized on GPUs.

The pseudocode for a Merge Queue insertion operation is

given in Algorithm 2. The merge operation is used to merge

two sorted lists in the algorithm. We choose Bitonic Merge

for merging two sorted lists since it has been proved to be

very efficient on GPUs [17]. As Fig. 2a shows, there are two

lists of elements. One is sorted in increasing order and the

other is in decreasing order, which form a Bitonic Sequence.

Given a bitonic sequence, the Bitonic Sorting Network can

merge it efficiently, as shown in Fig. 2a. Assume l is the

size of the bitonic sequence, the sorting network can merge

the two lists by using a fixed number of compare-and-swap

operations ( l
2 ) in a fixed number of steps (log l). Thus,

Bitonic Merge has a time complexity of O( l
2 log l).

Since the original Bitonic Merge only supports merging

two lists sorted in opposite order and our Merge Queue re-

quires merging two lists sorted in the same order, we propose

a Reverse Bitonic Merge. As shown in Fig. 2b, compared

with the original merge, the Bitonic Sorting Network in the

dashed box is changed slightly, so that the elements are

cross-compared and exchanged if needed. In this way, the

two lists sorted in the same decreasing order in Merge Queue

can be efficiently merged on GPUs.

To merge a bitonic sequence sized l, it takes O( l
2 log l).

However, due to Lazy Update, only when the head of an

upper level is smaller than the head of the lower level will a

merge be required. For example, when the last level is to be

merged in Merge Queue of size k, at least k
4 (the size of the

second last level) new elements have to be inserted into the

second last level. Otherwise, the level head of the second last

level is still smaller than that of the last level and the merge
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Figure 3. Improve the SIMT efficiency through the use of a buffer. To illustrate, we use three queries with k = 4 as an example. The shaded numbers
are those to be inserted to the queue.

operation is not needed. Thus, the average time complexity

per insert is O(
k
2 log k

k
4

) = O(2 log k). Since there are log k

levels in the queue and an insert may involve the merge of all

levels in the worst case, the overall average time complexity

is O(
log k∑

i=0

2 log k
2i ) = O(log2 k + log k) = O(log2 k).

Aligned Merge in Merge Queue: In a Merge Queue, a

merge operation is called when a thread finds out that the

invariant of its queue is not satisfied. Since different threads

within a warp will do merge operations at different times,

this can cause many branches and thus poor SIMT efficiency.

We use a technique called Intra-Warp Communication to

synchronize the merge operation among different threads of

the same warp (line 4-8 in Algorithm 2). We set a flag in

the shared memory that is visible to all threads within one

warp. If any thread finds that a merge is needed in its queue,

it will set the flag to inform other threads that it is time to

merge. Since the threads do merges together, it reduces the

number of branches due to merge, although it may bring

some extra work to some otherwise idle threads.

D. Buffered Search

In k-selection, k is usually much smaller than the number

of references N . Since most of the references are going to be

ignored, k-selection may meet significant thread divergence

due to frequent branches. Take Fig. 3 as an example.

Suppose there are three k-NN queries executed by three

threads in parallel and k = 4. For each query, there is

a list of references (elements) to be searched. According

to the current scenario, some elements (shaded gray) need

to be inserted into the queue as their values are smaller

than the largest value in the queue, while other elements do

not. While any of the shaded elements is inserted, all other

threads have to be idle due to SIMT. For example, when 4

is inserted into the queue of q0, threads working on q1 and

q2 are idle, which results in poor utilization of GPU cores.

To solve this problem, we propose Buffered Search. Its

pseudocode is in Algorithm 3. During k-NN search, the list

is checked and the k-NN candidates are put into the buffer

first (line 4-7). Then, these candidates in the buffer will be

inserted into the queue (line 12) if any of the buffers is full.

Algorithm 3: Buffered search.

Input: dlist , ilist : list of elements to be searched;

Input: dbuffer , ibuffer : buffer for storing candidates;

Input: dqueue, iqueue: the queue for storing k-NN;

Input: bsize: buffer size.

1 volatile shared int flag = 0;

2 int cur = 0;

3 forall the dist , id ∈ dlist , ilist do
4 if dist < queue[0] then
5 dbuffer [cur ] = dist;
6 ibuffer [cur ] = id;

7 cur++;

8 if cur == bsize then
9 flag = 1;

10 if flag == 1 then
11 sort the elements in the buffer;

12 insert elements from the buffer into the queue;

13 cur = flag = 0;

To check if the buffer of a thread is full, we again use the

Intra-warp Communication technique. We set a flag variable

in the shared memory for each warp (line 1). Each time

an element is added into the buffer, the thread will check

whether its buffer is full. If any thread’s buffer is full within

the warp, the flag is set to 1 (line 8-9). All other threads will

be informed through this flag and start inserting elements

from the buffer into the queue (line 10-13). In this way, the

number of branches is reduced and better SIMT efficiency

can be achieved.

When the buffer is full, we sort the elements in the buffer,

which is called Local Sort (line 11). Since the buffer is quite

small, sorting the buffer will bring little overhead but does

provide benefits. When the elements in the buffer are sorted

in increasing order, the smallest element will be inserted

to the queue first. Then, when larger elements is inserted

later, some of them will no longer need to be inserted due

to a smaller queue head. Therefore, better performance can

be achieved especially when k is large and insertion is

expensive.
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Figure 4. Hierarchical partition (N = 16, k = 2 and G = 2). The structure is built bottom-up, but searched in a top-down direction.

E. Hierarchical Partition

Since N is usually very large and k is relatively small,

we propose the Hierarchical Partition algorithm to reduce the

number of elements that need to be searched. Fig. 4 shows an

example of Hierarchical Partition with a group size G = 2,

assuming N = 16 and k = 2. In Hierarchical Partition, we

divide the list of elements to be searched into small groups.

Then, we search for the smallest elements within each group

and use them to form a new list. This procedure is repeated

until there are no more than k elements in the new list. To

build up this structure, its pseudocode, called Bottom-Up

Construction, is given in Algorithm 4.

Construction of the hierarchical structure takes a linear

scan of the whole list (N elements). So it takes O(N) time to

create the second list, which has N
G elements. This procedure

is repeated until the current list has fewer than k elements.

Thus, the time complexity for building this structure takes

O(
logG N∑

i=0

N
Gi ) = O(NG−1

G−1 ) = O(N). It costs an extra space

of O(NG−1
G−1 −N) = O(N) (excluding the space taken by the

original list). The construction can be done very efficiently

on GPUs since all the memory accesses are coalesced and

all threads can work on their own list in perfect SIMT style.

During k-NN search, we go in the opposite direction,

which is called Top-Down search. We first insert all the

elements of the top list into the queue. Then we pick the

elements that belong to the sub-groups of those current

candidate k-NNs and insert them into the queue. This

procedure is repeated until the bottom list is reached. Note

that, when we insert an element into the queue, its index in

the list is also inserted as well. If the index of an element is

i in the current list, the elements of its sub-group are in the

range of [iG, (i+1)G) in the lower list, where G is size of

group. If any element in the upper level does not belong to

k-NN, none of the elements in its sub-groups would belong

to k-NN since all of them are larger than the lead element.

In this way, it guarantees that the k smallest elements will

be contained in the queue. Due to space limitation, we do

not give the pseudocode for the Top-Down search.

During Top-Down search, Hierarchical Partition will pick

at most Gk candidate elements at each level of the structure

and there are at most (logG N − logG k) levels that need to

Algorithm 4: Bottom-Up Construction

Input: dlist : list of elements to be searched;

Input: N : size of the dlist;

Input: levels[ ][ ]: the structure for storing each level

in the hierarchical structure;

Input: G: number of elements within each sub-group;

Input: k: number of nearest neighbors required.

1 levels[0] = dlist ;
2 cur size = N;

3 cur level = 0;

4 while cur size > k do
5 next size = � N / G �;

6 next level = cur level + 1;

7 initialize levels[next level ] with next size;

8 cur = 0;

9 min = ∞;

10 while cur < cur size do
11 if levels[cur level ][cur ] < min then
12 min = levels[cur level ][cur ];

13 cur++;

14 if cur%G == 0 then
15 levels[next level ][cur /G - 1] = min;

16 min = ∞;

17 levels[next level ][cur /G] = min;

18 cur level++;

19 cur size = next size;

be searched. Thus, search with Hierarchical Partition can be

finished within logG
N
k steps and only Gk logG

N
k elements

will be picked for insertion. Compared with searching the

whole list, the speedup is roughly N
Gk logG

N
k

.

Compared with the other partition-based algorithms like

Quick Select [9], Bucket or Radix Select [12], Hierarchical

Partition can finish searching within fixed steps. Compared

with those Divide-and-Merge methods [7], [13], [14], our

method avoids sorting the elements within each group. Its

performance is expected to increase as N increases. How-

ever, when k is increasing, the performance will decrease.

In our experiments, we have tested a range of k up to 1024

which is large enough for most k-NN applications.
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IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed methods on a

GPU using a synthetic data set. The query and reference

tuples of k-NN used in the following experiments are

randomly generated. Each tuple has a dimensionality of 128

with each value distributed in the range of [0, 1]. The method

of [3] is used to calculate their distances and store them as

a matrix in the GPU global memory while our selection

algorithms are used to find the k-NN of each query.

In all experiments, we report performance results with

N ∈ [213, 216] and k ∈ [25, 210] to show the scalability of

our methods as N and k increase. The number of queries

Q is set to 213 to generate a sufficient number of threads

on the GPU since each thread can process one query in our

algorithm. The range of N covers a wide variety of problem

sizes. A divide-and-merge method [18] can be applied

to support N larger than this range without hurting the

performance, although this is out of scope of this paper. The

range of k is chosen because it is used in other related work

[6], [9], [13], and we believe that it is large enough to cover

a wide range of k-NN applications. When k is smaller than

25, k-selection is less challenging than distance calculation

on the GPU and thus is not discussed in this paper. For

the merge queue, we set m = 8 since experimentally this

configuration can maximize its performance.

Although many approximate k-NN algorithms are quite

sensitive to the data set [19], k-selection is oblivious to them

since the distance values have already been computed so

that they are accurate and we can assume the k-NNs are

randomly distributed in each list of the distance values. Since

experimental results on different data sets are similar, to save

space, we only give the results on the synthetic data set here.

All experiments were run on the NVIDIA Tesla C2075

Fermi GPU with 14 SMs and 448 cores at 1.15GHz SM

clock frequency, which can provide up to 515 Gflops double

precision and 1.03 Tflops single precision floating point peak

performance. It has a 6 GB GDDR5 memory with a 1.5 GHz

DRAM clock frequency which can provide a bandwidth up

to 144 GB/sec. The cache is configured to have 16 KB

L1 cache and 48 KB shared memory. All source files are

compiled with CUDA 5.5.

To make a fair comparison, we also use a multicore

machine which is equipped with two sockets of Intel Xeon

E5-2665 CPUs. There are 16 cores in total with 8 cores

in each CPU that run at 2.40 GHz frequency. It also gets

a 20 MB last level cache that will benefit the k-selection

a lot since the queue can fit in the cache. We use the

heap algorithm from C++ standard library as the k-selection

algorithm and parallelize it with OpenMP.

A. Merge Queue

When many elements are inserted into a queue, the values

at different positions of the queue will be updated at different

times due to data movement. In general, the head of a queue
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Figure 5. Number of updates in the three types of queues during k-
selection. Here, N = 215. In (a), we show the updates occurring at each
position of a queue, when k = 26. In (b), we show the total number of
updates of each queue when k is increasing (k ∈ [25, 210]).

is updated most frequently since it contains the largest value

that keeps changing. The tail of a queue is updated less

frequently since the smallest element is kept at the tail,

which is more stable during insertion operation.

Fig. 5 shows the number of updates during k-selection

when the three types of queues are used. For the insertion

queue, the number of updates decreases linearly towards

the tail of the queue. This is because each time when an

element is inserted, all those larger elements in the queue

will move one step forward to the head. For the heap queue,

the number of updates depends on the level that the position

is on. Usually the last level of the heap (positions close to

the tail) has the least number of updates. Merge queue has a

similar behavior to heap queue except the number of updates

at each position is slightly larger. When most of the updates

happen close to the head, better locality can be achieved.

As Fig. 5b shows, the total number of updates in insertion

queue increases dramatically when k is increasing. Both

heap queue and merge queue perform much better, as their

total numbers of updates increase much slower when k is

increasing, although merge queue performs slightly worse

than heap queue. This result matches our previous analysis

on time complexity that each insertion operation takes O(k)
for insertion queue, O(log k) for heap queue, and O(log2 k)
for merge queue.

B. Buffered Search

The performance improvement ( original running time
optimized running time )

after applying Buffered Search to each queue is shown in

Fig. 6. As we can see, using a full buffer through intra-

warp communication is always better than using buffer only.

Sorting the buffer suits insertion queue better than heap

and merge queues. Buffered search achieves the best per-

formance improvement when k = 28, but the improvement

decreases when k increases. The highest improvements are

5.39×, 1.28× and 1.85× for the three types of queue

respectively.

By comparing the three queues, we find the improvement

for the insertion queue is the best. This is because insertion

queue has the highest time complexity and its performance
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Figure 6. Performance improvement of buffered search with an increasing value of k. Here, N = 215.
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Figure 7. Scalability of Hierarchical Partition with increasing k. Here, N = 215.
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Figure 8. Scalability of Hierarchical Partition with increasing N . Here, k = 28.

will be significantly influenced when there are too many

branches that can lead to poor SIMT efficiency. When some

threads are working while others are idle in the same warp,

the idle threads have to wait longer due to the longer

insertion time. For heap queue, it achieves less improvement

since each insertion takes less time. Similarly, due to Lazy
Update in merge queue, its performance improvement is

not as much as insertion queue, but is still quite significant

especially when k is smaller.

C. Hierarchical Partition
Fig. 7 and 8 show the scalability of Hierarchical Partition

with increasing k and N . Note that the time for constructing

the tree structure is already contained in the figures. We find

this method is effective in improving the performance of the

three queues. According to Fig. 7, the peak improvement

with a fixed N = 215 is 7.4×, 3.4×, 5.69× for insertion

queue, heap queue and merge queue, respectively. As shown

in Fig. 8, for a fixed k = 28, the peak improvement is

8.94×, 3.0× and 6.23× for the three queues, respectively.

As discussed previously, the performance improvement will

increase with increasing N and decrease with increasing k.

This is because when N is increasing more elements can be

excluded. On the contrary, when k is increasing, elements

will have more chances to be picked during top-down search.

From the figures, we can also find an optimal value

for G, which is the size of the group in the Hierarchical

Partition. A smaller G (e.g. 2) costs more memory to store

the hierarchical structure, while a larger G (e.g. 8) reduces

memory cost but performance improvement diminishes. In

the following sections, we choose G = 4 by default since
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Table I
EXECUTION TIME (SEC.) OF k-SELECTION ALGORITHMS.

���������Algorithms
k &N log k (N = 215) logN (k = 28)

5 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16

Distance Calculation on the GPU 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.28

CPU-based
Data Copy 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.13 0.25 0.49 0.99

CPU 1 0.34 0.46 0.68 1.1 1.9 3.45 0.72 0.87 1.08 1.43

CPU 16 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.2 0.19 0.42 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.11

GPU-based (original)
Insertion Queue 0.12 0.37 1.16 3.56 10.44 29.03 1.83 2.62 3.53 4.56

Heap Queue 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.41 0.85 1.71 0.27 0.33 0.4 0.48

Merge Queue 0.13 0.33 0.89 2.24 5.29 11.57 1.49 1.85 2.22 2.62

Merge Queue aligned 0.07 0.1 0.16 0.29 0.57 1.1 0.18 0.23 0.29 0.38

GPU-based (optimized)
Insertion Queue buf+hp 0.04 0.05 0.1 0.24 0.71 2.58 0.2 0.21 0.24 0.27

Heap Queue buf+hp 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.15 0.31 0.74 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.17

Merge Queue buf+hp 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.39 0.82 2.77 0.35 0.29 0.4 0.35

Merge Queue aligned+buf+hp 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.14 0.27 0.58 0.1 0.11 0.14 0.17

State-of-the-art
Truncated Bitonic Sort 0.30 0.36 0.44 0.53 0.64 - 0.13 0.26 0.53 1.04

Quick Multi-Select - 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 - 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.30

it only costs N
3 extra memory for each query but its

performance improvement is the best in most cases.

D. Overall Performance

Fig. 9 shows the overall performance improvement when

both Buffered Search and Hierarchical Partition are ap-

plied to the queues. These methods achieve the largest

improvement on insertion queue, with a peak improvement

of 14.83× at k = 28 in Fig. 9a and a peak improvement of

16.89× at N = 216 in Fig. 9b. The improvements for heap

queue and merge queue are smaller but they are significant

enough (between 1.25× and 3.57× for heap queue, between

3.25× and 7.49× for merge queue).

Table I gives the execution times of different k-selection

algorithms. The time cost on calculating the distance values

on the GPU is given as a baseline (“Distance Calculation on

the GPU”). For a fixed N , the time spent on distance calcu-

lation is the same (0.14 seconds). When N is increasing, its

time will increase slightly. However, when k is increasing,

the time cost on k-selection will increase much faster. In

most cases, the time required for k-selection is much larger

than that of distance calculation. This proves that k-selection

is a major bottleneck in k-NN search.
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Figure 9. Performance improvement after applying both Buffered Search
and Hierarchical Partition on each queue.

In Table I, we also give the results of k-selection with

multicore CPU (“CPU-based”). CPU 1 represents its serial

performance and CPU 16 represents its parallel performance

when 16 threads are used. As we can see, compared with the

time cost by k-selection on the GPU, parallel k-selection on

CPU achieves good performance. However, if the overhead

of data movement from GPU memory to the main memory

(“Data Copy”) is considered, it significantly overshadows

the benefit of doing k-selection on the CPU side.

To demonstrate the performance of doing k-selection

on the GPU side, we report the results of using afore-

mentioned three queues (“GPU-based”). For the un-aligned

merge queue, it performs better than insertion queue but

much worse than heap queue. However, when we use

aligned merge, its performance can be improved by up to

10.51×. This result shows the importance of improving

SIMT efficiency on the GPU. The performance improvement

after applying Buffered Search and Hierarchical Partition is

consistent with our previous results. Our optimized merge

queue (“Merge Queue aligned+buf+hp”) is the best among

all implementations of k-selection on the GPU, which is

1.3× better than the second best (“Heap Queue buf+hp”)

when k = 210 and N = 215.

We also make a comparison with two recent works

(“State-of-the-art”): Truncated Bitonic Sort (TBS) [13] and

Quick Multi-Select (QMS) [9]. TBS’s source code is pub-

licly available. However, we find that it only supports

k ≤ 512. Since we do not have QMS’s source code, we

pick some of the timing results from their paper [9]. Notice

that, the results for QMS was run on NVIDIA Tesla C2050,

which has a similar configuration as our C2075, except that

it only has 3 GB of global memory. It also uses CUDA

4.2 to compile the source code, which is different from our

CUDA 5.5. As we can find, our optimized heap and merge

queue are very competitive compared with state-of-the-art
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methods. They can beat TBS by 2.37× to 7.5× while beat

QMS up to 4.2× when k is small. It is worth noting that,

QMS does not return sorted k-NN (the results contain all

the k-NN, but are not sorted in order). If this is considered,

sorting the results will cost significant extra time, especially

when k is large. Meanwhile, QMS performs worse when N
is increasing while the time of ours increases more slowly.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose three key techniques named

Merge Queue, Buffered Search and Hierarchical Partition

to accelerate k-selection on GPUs. Merge Queue provides

efficient partially-sorted queue on GPUs, Buffered Search

improves SIMT efficiency, and Hierarchical Partition re-

duces the number of elements searched in k-selection.

Experimental results show that our proposed techniques are

efficient and achieve up to 4.2× better performance than the

previous state-of-the-art methods.

In the future, we could improve our Merge Queue by using

more efficient merge algorithms on GPUs, e.g. Adaptive

Bitonic Merge [17] and Merge Path [20]. We also plan to

test the proposed techniques on other accelerators such as

the Intel Xeon Phi that have Vector Processing Units.
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